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A community newspaper covering Peaks Island

FAREWELL TO SUMMER

FREE

Vandalism
plagues island
BY MARY LOU WENDELL AND
ARNE PEARSON

For twenty years, the community bulletin board at the island
grocery store has kept people
informed about everything from
school plays to yard sales to who
lost what. Some residents called
it Peaks Island's daily newspaper. But vandals set fire to papers on the board two nights in
one week last month, and now
store owner Bob Hannigan says
it's down for good.
"I've got employees to worry
about and people to feed," Hannigan said. "You have to have
your priorities. What's more important, a store or the bulletin
board?"
Still, islanders are clearly disappointed. "Taking down the
bulletin board takes out the lifeblood of this community," said
Arthur Fink.
The incidents at Hannigan's
Island Market are just the latest
in a wave of vandalism that has
swept Peaks Island this summer.
And, while there's no shortage of

complaints - two boats sunk,
fires set at Battery Steele, a golf
cart wrecked, bikes gone missing, kayaks put in swimming
pools, and general mischief at
the Lions Club - suspects are
hard to come by. There aren't
many witnesses, and very few
are willing to come forward.
·
"This vandalism thing is kind
of cyclical," said Mark Shain,
whose golf cart suffered several
hundred dollars' worth of damage recently after it was stolen
from lhe parking lot down front
and taken on a joy ride. John
Feeney, who has lived on the island since 1948, agreed, noting
that there seems to be a surge of
property destruction every ten
years or so.
"But this seems worse because they are doing more serious things," Feeney said. "They
used to siphon gas and hotwire
cars and ride around the island,
but without really doing damage like they are doing now."
The bulletin board arsons are
please see VANDALISM, page7

Study confirms heavy jet
traffic over Peaks

Ashley Gross (at left) and Haylee Hasson take advantage of the final days of the summer
doing one of their favorite things. See pages 6 and 7.
Photo by Mary Lou Wendell

BYDAVID'l'YLER
In the summer a significant
majority of incoming jet traffic
flies directly over the southern
tip of Peaks Island, according
to a ongoing noise study being
conducted by a private consultant for the Portland InternationalJetport.
The $320,000 federally-funded study began in March and is
scheduled to take 18 months.
The consultant is also working with the jetport's Noise Advisory Committee, formed 15
years ago.That group is helping
to provide public input for the
study.

Residents from towns around
the airport have been attending
recent committee meetings, but
until the last week of August, no
Peaks Islanders had been involved in this latest noise study.
Unless island residents take
part in this process, Scott Nash,
who lives on Welch Street, fears
the problem for Peaks will just ·
get worse.
"I think it's important that islanders get out and find out
what's going on with this issue," Nash said, who attended
the Aug. 27 noise committee
meeting with his wife, Nancy
seeAJRPORT NOISE, page 8

School enrollment up, for now
BYBARBARASCHUCIITMAN AND

MARYLOU WENDELL

Charles Winkelman is looking forward to his first day of kindergarten.
He knows some letters. He knows
some numbers. He knows how to
do math. l-Ie's "ready to go," said his
mother, Kathy Hanley.
On Sept. 5, Charles and eight other five-year-olds will walk through
the Peaks Island Elementary School
doors for the first time as students.
The group, although small by mainland standards, represents a surge
in enrollment for the island school.
Enrollment on the island hit a tenyear high in 1994 with 100 students,
but has been declining ever since,
with only 47 children at the school
lastyear.
But this year there will be a net
gain, with nine students coming in
and only five graduating from the
fifth grade, the highest grade at the

school. No one understands the significance of this bett er than Barbara Hoppin, the school's principal.
Schools are the heartbeat of an island. A declining enrollment can
spell the end of a year-round community. A blossoming school population means a thriving community.
With this in mind, Hoppin is happy to report that this year's small
surge will likely continue into the
next school year, she said, since
there are eight four-year-olds currently attending the Peaks Island
Children's Workshop, which is the
island's day care center. After that,
school enrollment is expected to
hold steady until the next big blip
in population, which should impact
the school around the year 2006. At
that point, many of the 15 or so children born last year will be ready to
enter kindergarten.
That's the good news. The bad

news is that, while no one knows for
certain what the future holds, there
are some factors that have school
officials concerned about future
enrollment numbers, chief among
these being the spike in the island's
property values.
Between 1990 and 2000, the median house price on Peaks jumped
from $84,000 to $149,900, according to the city Assessor's Office. And
housing prices have climbed steadily ever since. As a result, many believe that young couples just starting a family and moderate-income
couples who are likely to have children can no longer afford to move
to Peaks.
Families on the island with young
children who bought houses just
three to five years ago say they could
not afford their houses today. Joe
DuPont, who works with Ashmore
Realty and has a IO-month-old boy,

Some of the newest islanders.
acknowledges that he and his wife,
Sharoan, would not be able to buy
the house they bought in 1999.
Through his job, DuPont has seen
families who want to buy houses
go from frustration to simple resignation that they may not be able
to raise their families on Peaks besee ENROLLMENf, page 12

Photo by Mary Lou Wendell
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Acceptable Quantities...
· Single family homes: Up to 6 items from the list·below
Materials must be placed at curbside by Sunday, Sept. 9.

for collection during the week.

Acceptabl~ ....
items...

C

NO!
YES!
construction & demo debris
mattress
cardboard
boxspring
window/glass items
~ refrigerator/freezer ~.;;,....:....___..______ paper products ~~ --------furniture/ cabinets
household trash
TV/music equipment
brush
air conditioner
yard/tree waste
stove/large metal items
liquid waste
washer/dryer
hazardous waste
large toys
plastic bags
rolled carpets
clothing/textiles
bathroom fixtures
tires
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InBrief

Zoning change approved
The CityPlanning Board unanimously approved on Aug. 13 the rezoning of a parcel of
land on the island for a proposed$1.3 million
senior housing project and health center.
The City Council will consider the rezoning at meetings on Sept. 4 and 16. At the
first meeting, the proposal is just read for
the record; discussion of the rezoning will
take place at the second meeting. If the City
Council approves the rezoning, the proposal goes back to the Planning Board, which
would then do a site plan review of the project.
The proposed senior housing project
has been in the planning stages since 1995.
The proposed location for the complex is a
40,268-square-foot parcel between Central
and Herman avenues that is now the site of
the "City Barn," the island's public works facility.
The senior housing building would include 11, one-bedroom apartments and a
two-bedroom manager's apartment. The
health center, which is for the general public, not just residents of the housing project,
would consist of a medical and dental clinic
with three examination rooms, one business
office, one laboratory, a waiting room and a
counseling room. Both structures are one
story high and the driveway and parking lot
is on the Central Avenue side of the parcel.
The health center is proposed for the corner of Ernest Street and Central Avenue, with
a connection to the senior housing building.
It would replace the existing health center
on Sterling Street. The project is being built
by the Volunteers of America (VOA), a group
chosen by the Peaks Island Low Income Senior Housing Committee. The VOA has received a $1 million grant from the federal
Department of Housing and Urban Development for the project.
In response to neighborhood concerns,
the entrance to the health center has been
moved from the Central Avenue side of the
building to the side facing the parking lot, ac-

.

cording to Julie Wilcox, the VONs director of
expansion and development. "This should
counter anybody's desire to possibly park on
Ernest Street," said Jonathan Spence, of the
city's Planning Department.
At the Aug. 13 meeting, Keith Hults, an
abutter, said those living next to the proposed complex had several concerns. He
said the addition of the health, center was
a surprise, since abutters had expected the
complex to include just senior housing. He
also said that 11 spaces for the complex was
not enough and that people would end up
parking on the street. With a day care center
nearby, and a community room open to the
public in the senior complex, Hultz said he
was concerned about traffic. Hults also said
there were concerns about how close the senior housing building would be to the property lines of the parcel.
Planning Board Chairman Jaimey Caron
said that a traffic study is part of the site plan
process. Wilcox said that the VOA originally proposed 17 parking spots, but that residents objected. The Planning Board amended the rezoning proposal to state that there
should be between 11 and 17 spaces at the
site, but said that the final number would be
determined in the site plan review process.
The board also voted to specify in the rezoning that the VONs annual lease for the health
center, which is $1, be specified in the agreement.
The City Council will consider the rezoning of the "City Barn" parcel at its Sept. 16
meeting, held at 7:30 p.m. in the City Council
Chambers, City Hall. Call 874-8722/orinfo.
-David Tyler

No revaluation until 2004
Officials will begin work this fall on a citywide revaluation of residential property, according to Richard W. Blackburn, the city's
Tax Assessor. However, the new revaluation
won't be effective until April 1, 2004, and it
will not impact tax bills until September,
2004. "It takes a while to get everything coordinated and put together," he said.
The city is likely to hire an outside contractor to help with the revaluation, which
will take 18 months. Starting this fall, city of-

{

Civil War Day at the Fifth Maine Regiment Community Center was held on Saturday, Aug. i4 to "honor the men and women who sacrificed their lives and livelihood to help preserve the Union during the dark days of the Civil War." There were
recruiting and firing demonstrations, military drills, music and refreshments.
Photo 1ry Mary Lou Wendell

bly be true? Don Stein and his wife, Lane Williamson, aren't sure. What they are sure of is
that something pretty fierce attacked their
dog lastyear.
"One of our dogs got his face tom in a couple of places, Stein said. "It couldn't have
been a pussycat."
Stein and a group of islanders are working
with a trapper to try and catch the mystery
fisher.
Fishers, which look like oversized ferrets
and can be pretty ferocious, are not common
near cities but have been found near Portland, according to Stein. While he has never
seen one on the island, Covey Johnson said
he saw one run off not long ago with one of
his barn cats. Johnson also blames fishers for
Lot's of people have been talking about a killing 20 of his chickens and two of his geese.
fisher-cat on the island, but could it possi- Mary Lou Wendell
ficials will begin mailing out letters asking
residents to verify current property information. Also this fall, city workers will begin going to neighborhoods to check homes from
the outside. Blackburn could not say when
that would occur on Peaks Island. He did say
that the city will not be able to afford to check
the inside of all residents' houses this time,
although they will do it if a resident requests
it. The last time Portland did a complete revaluation was in 1991, Blackburn said. In the
meantime, island residents can check out
their current values online at www.portland
assessors.com.
-David Tyler

A fisher-cat on Peaks?

OPENING THIS SUMMER

THE INN
A

NEW STANDARD FOR ISLAND STYLE COMFORT.

Just a 20 minute enchanting ferry ride from Portland. The Inn features 6
spacious "Maine-cottage· style suites with cathedral ceilings, comfortable
seating areas with cozy fireplaces, private baths with whirlpools, and balconies
with great views. services include a full breakfast. room service, and a little extra •..'pampering. With our personalized service. both your personal comfort and privacy
are assured in our spacious rooms. we look forward to spoiling you!

THE BIG FISH GRILL

The
Inn welcomes
the Island Times and
wishes you the best
on your new venture in
providing professional
journalism for the island
community.

SIMPLY GREAT FOOD-THREE TIMES A DAY.

THE
INN
on Pe11ks lsl11nd

The Big Fish Grill features great seafood we call "Casco Bay Impromptu
Cuisine·. and great meats and poultries. Enjoy unparalleled service in
the relaxed and friendly atmosphere of our main dining room ; on our
veranda overlooking Casco Bay and the Portland skyline; or in our
private dining/function room. w e use only the freshest ingredients as
well as many organic vegetables. we promise great dining for every
meal- breakfast, lunch. and dinner, 7 days a week, year-round. You'll
be hooked!

PEAKS ISLAND HARDWARE
USEFUL STUFF, MOSTLY.

BIG
FISH
G
R
r L
L

Peaks Island Hardware offers everything from traditional nuts, bolts,
screws and lumber to party, tool. and golf cart rentals. and house
wares. we feature specialty foods from Micucci's, Standard Baking,
Greengrocer, and Harbor Fish. we also offer souvenirs. gifts, and an ATM.

PEAKS ISLAND HARDWARE

33 Island Avenue, Peaks Island, ME 04108
theinnonpeaksisland.com • peaksislandco@aol.com • 207 766-5100 • fax 207 766-2999
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Island Views
Meet the new teacher
Tonya La.Chance, 30, is the new first-and
second-grade teacher at the Peaks Island Elementary School. She grew up in Glenburn, a
small town outside Bangor. She went to Orono
High School and graduated from the University of Southern Maine in 1995 with a major
in social sciences and a minor in education.
In 1999 she moved to Los Angeles and taught
kindergarten, first and second grade at the
White Horse Place Primary Center. Her mentor teacher at the center was Jane Fung, who
is a National Board Certified Teacher in early
literacy. She worked for three years at the primary center. Her next goal is to obtain a master's degree in early literacy.
What made you decide to become a teacher? And why the age level you chose?
At a young age I would play school with a
close friend. We had a hard time choosing
who would be the teacher and who would
be the student. Consequently, we are both
teachers now! I knew that I wanted to teach
early elementary after working with kindergarten students through a class I took in high
school. I love the energy and eagerness that
young children have about school and learning.
What have you learned about being a
teacher that has come from experience, as
opposed to your experience in school?
I have definitely learned that not all lessons
you plan are going to work! After becoming a
teacher I quickly realized the amount of time
and energy that my own teachers devoted to
their careers. I also learned from the very beginning that teaching is a commitment that
you make, and to choose to teach you have to
be passionate about learning and challenges
you will face.
How would you describe your philosophy
or vision for teaching?What are you hoping
to impart to your students?
I believe all students can learn. High ex-

Tonya Lachance takes a break from
getting her classroom ready.
Photo by Mary Lou Wendell

pectations should be held for every student. However, children do not all learn at
the same rate and can have different learning styles. Alternative teaching strategies and
methods need to be utilized. A teacher has
to have the ability to present information in
a variety of ways so that students reach their
intellectual, physical, emotional and social
development. I also feel very strongly that
learning needs to be meaningful to students.
They need to comprehend what they are
learning. They will strive to reach their goals
when they feel invested in their own learning. What will I impart to them? As an educator I will be a positive role model, and provide
a safe, nurturing and organized environment
in which to learn.
How did you hear about the opening on
Peaks Island?

When I was living in Los Angeles, every day I would check newspaper ads online and I would also check a Web site,
ServingSchools.com, which just has Maine
listings. That's where I found the ad.
And what made you want to teach out
here?
The thought of teaching on an island intrigued me. After my second interview with
the hiring committee, I felt that Peaks and
the people I had met were part of a friendly,
welcoming community that I would enjoy
being a part of.
What are some of the things you will be
working on with your students right away?
Talce us through a day that you might plan
for your students.
My first goal of the year is to create a "community" of learners among the students in
my classroom. As a group we will create our
rules and establish goals we will be working
on together and individually. Assessment will
be a part of the process of knowing where my
students are and what they need to work on.
Some of our themes at the beginning of the
year will be lifecycles, Pilgrims, Columbus,
and activities about "self" for me to get to
know my students.
A typical day will begin with a literacy block
for a large part of the morning. Literacy will
be followed by math. After lunch there will be
time for students to choose what they would
like to read. We will finish the day with writer's workshop, integrated studies and a brief
reflection before dismissal.
Tell us about a teacher who inspired you.
Mr. Morse was my fourth grade teacher
at Glenburn Elementary School. His classroom was where my passion for reading began. He introduced me to books that I still
have on my bookshelves today. The books
were meaningful to me. I made connections
with characters from Judy Blume and Beverly
Cleary stories, just to name a few.
What do you like to do in your spare time?
Spend time with my family and friends, es-

pecially my 19-month-old nephew. I love to
go antiquing with my mom and find interesting older things. I enjoy reading, playing with
my cat, traveling and spending time near the
ocean.
What are your favorite books?
A recent book that I read, "Radical Reflections, Passionate Opinions on Teaching,
Learning and Living" by Mem Fox. That is
definitely one of my favorites that I have read
recently. Other books that are my favorites ...
"Charlotte's Web" and "The Shipping News."
Another children's book that I adore is "It's
Okay to be Different" by Todd Parr. I think everyone should have a copy of that book!
What do you do during the summer?
I love to go camping and relax with friends
or family. I also enjoy -- and probably spend
too much time -- going shopping for my new
fall "school clothes"! The last weeks of summer my mind starts to go back into work
mode and I begin my planning for school.
Do you have any favorite games to play
with kids?What are they?
My students in Los Angeles loved to play
any kind of bingo games ... math, alphabet,
sight words and telling time, to name a few. I
also like to integrate many poems and songs
that are related to the themes we are studying.
When you were a kid, what did you want
to be when you grew up?
I always wanted to be a teacher. I had also
considered being a guidance counselor or librarian in an elementary setting.
-- Mary Lou Wendell

Teen writer wanted
Do you want the chance to tell islanders
what young people care about? The Island
Times is looking for a teenager to write a
monthly column about teen issues and life
on the island. We're looking for a creative
individual who wants to ltgearn about journalism. Please call 766-0951 or 228-4762 or
.__e-mail itimes@maine.rr.com.
__.

______________

Subscribe
now.
For just $15, you will receive a year of news
and features about life on Peaks Island by
mail.
And for the month of September,
every 25th subscriber will receive a
free Lobstering Women of Maine Calendar

for 2003.
So act now!
I

ISLAND.di TIMES
A community netvS/XlfJer co°,;erini; i>(!~iks

isianti

Publishers: David Tyler/Mary Lou Wendell
Design and layout: Craig Davis/Tim Frank
Photographer: Arne Pearson

communications (ads brochures, etc.), web sites, logos

www.twodogdesign.com

The Island Times is a community newspaper covering Peaks Island and issues affecting Casco Bay that comes out 11 times a year. We welcome birth, engagement
and wedding announcements; obituaries; notices of community events and letters
to the editor. Please try to keep letters to 300 words or less; we reserve the right to
edit all letters. The newspaper is available by mail for $15 a year. Address checks lo
island Times. Our mailing address is 146 Ledgewood Rd., Peaks Island, Maine, 04108.
To reach Mary Lou Wendell, call 766-0951; to reach David Tyler, call 228-4762. Our
e-mail address is itimes@maine.rr.com.
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Now gel same day delivery...
from Portland's Maine Hardware!
It's just big enough. The new
Maine Hardware is now 40%
bigger, with everything you'd
need from a big hardware store.

Warren, Currier & Buchanan
Island-sensitive legal representation

It's j ust a call away. With one
simple phone call, you can have
our knowledgable staff help you
fill any order. We can help you
with electrical, paint, plumbing,
general hardware, power tools,
hand tools and more.

Real Estate Transactions
Purchase & Sale Contracts ,, Title Searches
Deeds,, Boundary Matters
Zoning ,, Land Use
Business Contracts ,, Entity Formation
Partnership Agreements
Wills ,, Probate

And now if you place your order
before noon, we'll deliver it to
the ferry that same day. Order
in the afternoon, and get it
delivered the next day. It's all part
of our comittment to making
Maine H ardware your
neighborhood hardware store.

57 Exchange Street

Call in your order today ...
and ask for Tap or Timi

Portland, Maine 04101

Tel. 772-U62
Fax 772-U79
e-mail counsel@wacubu.com

~~

MAINE
HARDWARE
•.•Just Big Bnough,..

Carol G. Warren
David E. Currier
Brenda M. Buchanan

UmanStatlonPlua•'l'l3-8804
274 St. Job Streat, Pordand, IIE

-

Lionel Plante Associates
98 Island Avenue, Peaks Island, ME 04~08 Phone: (207) 766-2508
OFFERING:
• Island Deliveries Of Sand , Stone,
G ravel , Lumber & Building Supplies
• Home Heating Fuels
• #2 Fuel, K-1 & Propane
• 24 Hour Burner S ervice
• Furn ace lnstailations
• Propane Appliances Sold & Serviced
• Excavation
• Site Work
• Septic Systems
• Driveways
• Marina Services, Slips, Moorings,
Gas & Diesel

Fax: (207) 766-2507

''WE PRIDE OURSFLVES ON PROMPT,

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE."

SERVING THE
ISLANDS OF MAINE FOR 39 YEARS
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Last days of suininer IAmePearson andMary Lou Wendell
(clockwise from above) Girls playing
in a tidepool; Jordan Hall and his father Bill from Littleton, Colorado after a jump off the state pier; crowds
waiting for the ferry; Nirmala Young
and Daisy Braun's lemonade and advice stand; Reggae Sunday patrons
wait in line at Jones Landing; Nathaniel Chalfant and Daimius Bukauskas
try out their float at Sandy Beach.
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Go jump in... the bay! Ashley Gross (at left) and Haylee Hasson are good at what they do.
VANDAIJSM, from page 1
especially troubling because of the limited
manpower of the island's fire department.
"Somebody around here is setting fires," Feeney said. "I don't know what type of person
would do something like that." Feeney originally put up the bulletin board in 1982 when
he built the island market.
The second bulletin board fire could have
been worse if it wasn't for two people driving
by the store around 11:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
August 20. The pair spotted the fire, took the
burning papers off the board and stomped
them out, according to Sergeant Dan Young,
a former detective and the new head of Peaks
Island's police force.
Hannigan, who has owned the market for
nine years, has never experienced that kind
of trouble with the bulletin board, although
every once in a while somebody would tear
off all the papers. "I don't think there's anything [the police] can do about it unless they
found out who did it," Hannigan said. And
Hannigan's not holding his breath.
Meanwhile, many people assume that a
handful of island teenagers are to blame, and
that the vandalism is linked to the problems
of teen boredom and underage drinking.
"They are a great bunch for the most part;
they are just bored." Shain said.
Shain and other parents fear that islanders
will paint all teenagers with the same brush.
"I get the sense that the police out here think
that the teenagers are vandals in develop-

ment, Shain said. "Most kids are appalled
when people do stuff like that. I really think
that the police need to foster more of a sense
of being a part of the kids' community, rather
then always putting themselves in an adversarial position with them," Shain said.
Shain was angered after his golf cart was
taken because the police accused his stepson , David, of the crime. But David was the
one who reported the theft in the first place,
Shain said. He also has never been in trouble
with the police before. And he said he didn't
doit.
Shain thinks the police need to spend more
time getting to know the kids on the island.
Shain, who put up a reward for information
about the incident, spent many evenings recently talking to kids downfront. One of the
teens eventually told him who did it.
"So now I am trying to track down the
young man who was involved and give him
an opportunity to make restitution without
involving the authorities."
Shain points to the kids' failed drive to get
a skateboard park as a possible contributing
factor to the kids' sense of alienation.
"They raised the money and then the community and the City of Por tland just blew
them off," Shain said. "What does that say to
them?"
"I also think that whatever meeting on vandalism takes place, the kids need to be involved," Shain said.

Photo.A by Mary Lou Wendell

IN BRIEF, frompage3

Support the Island Times

Long Island sponsors golf
tournament
The first annual Long
Island Scramble Golf
Tournament, held on
Monday, Aug. 19 at the
Spring Meadows Golf
Course in Gray, raised
$14,000 for Long Island's
library and school expansion program. Prizes were awarded for the
top three gross and net
scores, longest drives,
straightest drives, and
shots closest to the pin.
Over the past two years,
the school/library expansion project has
raised over $750,000.
Groundbreaking for the
building occurred on
Thmsday, Aug. 8 with
the goal of completing
the exterior by the fall.
Another $300,000 needs
to be raised to finish the
interior. For more information about the project, call Nancy Jordan at
766-3396.

Subscribe today!

Peaks Island Glass
Custom-crafted stained glass windows
Traditionally-inspired designs
Repairs and restorations
Hand-rendered on Peaks Island

For details contact Jane Newkirk
207-766-5885

The Shop at Greenwood Garden
• Works by local artisans
• Maine made Uems
• Gifts and collectibles
locat,ed on the grounds ofGreenwood Garden

Peaks Island, Maine
766-5552

• Maine Island Ka~ak Co. •

Can you guess
who this is?

&
The Ocean School

(see page 9)
NEW SEA KAYAK SALE
VCP & NDK Ka~aks ... Gear & equipment
10- :,0%ofi=

YOGA

August 31 to September 9, 2002

CLASSES FOR ALL LEVELS
MASSAGE
7 DAYS A WEEK
JIN-SHIN JYUTSU
PILATES

AUTUMN SESSION
BEGINS SEPTEMBER 9

USED SEA KAYAK SALE
Ka~aks trom our Fleet ... Gear & Equipment
October 12-19, 2002
Join us for Kayak Trips and Courses!
Lots ot great k.a~aking still to be had this tall.

DROP-INS WELCOME

·----~ ~--

766-5800
FOR SCHEDULE

•

www.maineislandk.a:,ak.com

~~~..,..~-c:;r:

766-2373

Since 1986

Reservatio ns r9uired.

•

• '<""

-
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Islanders object to jet noise

routes for jets, called the Harbor Visual Approach, has been in place since 1990. This
route, which is the one that brings jets over
Peaks, can only be used during the day. This
approach, designed to reduce the amount
of plane traffic and noise over the Western
Prom was one of the recommendations of
a 1988 noise study. "It can't make everyone
happy, because residents along the harbor
get the noise," said Musca.
While this approach is supposed to send
planes over the ocean between Peaks and
Cushing islands, it is very difficult for pilots
to exactly follow this route, so many jets fly
over the southern tip of Peaks. The map ofjet
arrivals compiled by Harris Miller Miller &
Hanson Inc. seems to show that more jets fly
over Peaks than actually fly over the ocean.
The other major approach route to the jetport is called the Instrument Landing Approach, which directs landing planes over

AIRPORT NOISE, from page 1

airport can only control commercial plane
traffic; unscheduled flights, such as corporate jets are not restricted. And federal law
requires that the airport be open 24-hoursa-day, according to Musca.
Scott Nash believes Peaks Island has suffered because residents from other neighborhoods have been more vocal about airport noise. "The reason we're getting stuff
over Peaks Island is because we haven't
been well-represented," he said. "We need
to be talking about this, we need to be part
of the dialogue. Because it's been the people
in Portland who have been sort of dictating
where stuff is going. And they've been saying we want stuff to go over the water and
the island, so it's been pushed that way consciously."
In fact, during the Aug. 27 meeting, Robert Bruce, representing Anchorage Condominiums in South Portland, said that traffic
should be moved from South Portland out
over the harbor because the planes are higher in the sky at that point.
But Musca said that complaints from one
neighborhood do not force airport traffic over another neighborhood. That is the
point of the noise committee meetings, to
strike a balance, said Schultes, since if one
neighborhood advocates moving all the traf.
fie away from them, it just moves the problem to another neighborhood.
"This is why we use the community to give
us suggestions, because someone is going to
be affected," Schultes said. "We want to minimize the total effect."
The next meeting of the Noise Advisory
Committee is scheduled for Wednesday. Oct.
9 at 6 p.m. at the conference room at the Portland International Jetport. The noise hotline voice mailbox is available 24 hours
a day at 756-8355. Information about the
noise monitoring program can be found at
www.portlandjetport.org.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

of their house vibrate, rattle pictures on the
walls and make it difficult to talk. "It's very
Gibson Nash.
"I actually think from this meeting that it's loud, especially in the summer," said Scott
going to get worse," he said. "We're going to Nash.
have more traffic coming in over Peaks beAirport officials insist there has been no
cause other constituents have been com- sudden increase in the amount of traffic at
the jetport over the past year, and do not
plaining."
Previous meetings have been attended by yet have data about whether the number of
residents from South Portland, Cape Eliza- flights over Peaks has changed in the past
beth and the Western Prom, although air- year.
port officials said that traffic patterns are not
However, runway construction that began
set based on the amount ofcomplaints com- this summer has resulted in more planes
flying over Peaks in the late evening.The
ing from a particular neighborhood.
The study already measured noise levels airport's main east-west runway is being
in some locations near the airport. For 14 repaved and widened and that runway is
days, from May 3 through May 9 and May 23 closed between 10:30 p.m. and 6 a.m., acthrough May 29, the noise consultant, Har- cording to Michael Musca, assistant airport
ris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc. ofBurlington, manager. That creates a situation where
Mass., tracked results from nine noise monlV
-..;;:::~
itors placed in locations in Portland and
South Portland.
There were no monitors placed on Peaks
Island. Although Scott Nash asked if a monitor could be placed on Peaks, committee
members decided that a computer modeling program used by the consultant would
be able to calculate the noise levels of planes
over the island.
However the consultant did compile radar
data from the jetports' control tower of departures and arrivals during that same 14day period. During the study, an average of
109 jets and 58 turbo-prop planes each day
took off and landed from the jetport. Virtually all departing jets and propeller planes fly
;
-· -~.\,,·.
departure routes that don't cross Peaks, acJet arrival radar tracks compiled over 14 days this May. Each single line reprecording to the study.
But a map of jet arrivals shows that the sents one plane. Map created by Harri.6 Miller Miller&. Haru.on Inc.
majority ofjets landing at the airport fly over
Cushing Island and South Portland or Peaks planes, in an effort to land before that run- Cushing Island and South Portland. The
Island and the Fore River. A large number of way closes, get stacked up in a holding pat- preferred landing approach for the jetport is
jets also land from the west, flying over Gor- tern over the airport, Musca said. That hold- from the east, according to Jeff Schultes, air·
ing pattern has been pushing planes out in- port manager.
ham and Westbrook.
Landing and approach routes also change
Island Times
For the Nashes, the data confirmed what to the harbor, so planes end up flying an apPlease patronize our advertisers and let
they've observed over the past year: that air- proach that brings them in over Peaks Island with the time of year, since it is based on
wind direction. Planes generally take off and them know you saw their ad in the Island
plane traffic has been on the increase over just before 10:30 p.m.
Peaks Island. The jets rattle make the walls
Also, one of the major airport approach land flying into the wind, Musca said. The Times.
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14 Welch Street • Peaks Island • Maine, 04108
207.766.5966
24 Custom House Wharf• Portland• Maine, 04101
207.775.7253
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207.766.5709
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This
Month's Puzzler
by Cevia & George Rosol
copyright 2002

ACROSS

51. Olympic skater Babi-

I.Auto identifier
5. See 6-down
9.Steer
14.Consumer
15.Ano-no
16._purplestrife
17. They're money in the
bank
20.Asian car maker
21. Fish and chips side
22.Catchon
23. DD E's assignment
25. Common street name
26. Youngster
27.Exactlikeness
33.Above ground oil
source
34. Neither companion
35.Void
37.Churchrecess
38. Get the picture
41. Feed the hogs
43. Diner sign
45.Fabled princess's
nemesis
46.Shade
4 7. Summer storm

lonia
53. Noted architect
54. Jehoshaphat's dad
55. LLD's group
56. Letters of invitation
58. Lake Superior tribal
member
63. Times Warner
offering
66. Religion in the news
67.Yeah
68. Fast time
69. This month's
puzzle doesn't
have one
70. Peter or Nicholas, e.g.
71. Work units

7.FrenchRevolutionarycry
8. Cell centers
9. Piers __ or John
Deere
IO. Chit
1 I. Lofty Portland poet
12.Appliance maker
13. Fractious
18. Fat feeder food
19. Chilled out
24.
about
27. Poland Spring, once

28. Water carrier
29. Can't get enough!
30. Common to combs,

gears and laws
31.Juicyitem
32. Relish
36. Solitary
39.Que_
40. Feast of the Unleavened Bread
42. Part ofRPM
44. One of a Motown
group

48. Collection of vipers

49. Strip
50.Apilgrim to Mecca
51.Implied
52. Embarrass
57. Battery terminal
59.Key
60.Catafalque
61.ActressAnna May
62. Hill dwellers
64. Cut and run
65.Period
\ .......
.,r:·

.\~-~\"
--'-Nancy 3. Hoffman

DOWN

The well-read baby in the photograph on
page 7 is Peaks Island's own Nancy 3. Hoffman, a musician and director and curator of
the world's only Umbrella Cover Museum.
She performs with the Casco BayTummlers
Klezmer Band, which plays Eastern European Jewish folk music, and is also a member of the Maine Squeeze, an accordion ensemble.
Hoffman smiled as she recounted the day
she decided to move to Peaks Island. "It was
Jan. 22, 1983," she said. "I bought a piano
and came to Maine."

1. Booth's bonesetter
2.Onthemain
3. Celebrated
4.Soho attraction
5. Scrooge-like
6. With 5-across,
med test

Dek-Bench
"Great Outdoor Furniture"
Made on Peaks
Port Products 766-5084
(Display at 62 Island Ave.)
Solution to last month's puzzle

PORTLAND
SCHOONER· ,

Co.

ihe Spirit of Peak.r
Island Tours

Tour historic Peaks Island by golf cart.
Learn about our unique heritage.
Enjoy our natural beauty.
Our knowledgeable guides will help you understand what
makes our island lifestyle so special.
TOUR TIMES:
Tuesday - Sunday
l Oam, l pm, 3 pm by reservation

766-5836 or 653-2549

Morning sail ($25, $12 child):
Afternoon sails ($25, $12 child):
Sunset sail ($30):

9:45 am
12:30 pm
2:45 pm
6:00 pm
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Parents work to curb teen drinking
BY BARBARA SCHLICHTMAN

Price's eldest daughter, who does not
A group of parents on the island are extremely concerned about underage drinking live on the island, is a recovering alcoholic,
and are taking steps to stop a problem that she said. As a mother, she has watched her
appears to reach kids as young as 11. About
25 people attended an Aug. 14 meeting at the Whatever the ca.M, if teenh want alcohol, they
can get it, a group ofteenager-6 -6aid. They
Peaks Island Community Center. The meeteven de;,cribedMeing a drunken11-yearing was organized to find out where kids are
getting alcohol, what can be done about it old boy near the ferry landing a few nighu
earlier.
and how to reduce drinking on the island.
"I think we're going to wind up with a dead
child," said Janis Price, one of the meeting daughter struggle with health problems and
organizers.
accidents stemming from the addiction. She
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . said her motivation for
bringing people together is
out of genuine concern for
island kids.
Irene Church MacCollar
"If I hadn't been through
it with my daughter, I
wouldn't be doing this,"
said Price, who also has
(207)773-7086 )1r-- (207) 671-5631 two
teen-aged daughters
on Peaks. She said kids on
client service our #1 priority
the island seem to have no
AV
wrA'JCH
problem getting alcohol,
I"\ I
I"\
and knowing that someone
maygiveittoher daughters
'--- - - - ' - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - ' terrifiesher.

Island Cottage Rentals

REALTY
B
baywatchrealty@earthlink.net

A group of teens hanging around the ferry landing on a recent weeknight confirmed
Price's fear that alcohol is easy to come by.
Though adamant about remaining anonymous, they all said that the easiest way to get
alcohol was simply to ask someone to buy it
for you -- a sibling, uncle, or even parents.
Whatever the case, if teens want alcohol, they can get it, they said. They even described seeing a drunken 11-year-old boy
near the ferry landing a few nights earlier.
"Parents are either clueless or don't care,"
said one teen.
Brad Burkholder, the father of two teens,
says that kids respond to adults who care.
Burkholder has lived on the island for 24
years and has spent more than half of those
years working with recreation programs and
groups such as a teen center, a rock group
and basketball teams. He attended the Aug.
14 meeting and hopes it will lead to something that will give teens more options about
how to spend their time.
Burkholder said teen drinking should b e
anticipated. It is not a new phenomenon; it's
been going on forever and not just on Peaks.
But, if adults take an interest in kids' lives

Thompson Johnson W-ood'-V"orks
Comple t e D esign / Build S e rvices
- K itch e n s
-Bat hroom s
-Ad di t ion s

l'

Renovat io n s and Structural Re p airs
-Nevv F l oors : Hard-wood , Cork, T ile
-Sills and Posts
-Winterizing
-Moisture Management
Custom Woodworking
-Cabinetry, Pantries, Built-ins

Harvey Johnson

Otis Thompson

phone 207. 766.5219 fax 207. 766.3017

SEASHORE AVENUE
Contributed by Guy Gannett Communications

YOU CAN MAKE
A DIFFERENCE
Peaks Island Land Preserve seeks to preserve and protect open space
in its natural state for the use and enjoyment of islanders and visitors.
Contributions and membership dues are used to purchase lands and
provide appropriate land management. We also work with the City,
State and individuals to preserve open space through conservation
easements and gifts of land. Please join us in this

then it can be curbed, he said.
"They enjoy adult attention -- adults telling them that they're OK," he said. "They
need adult involvement. They don't know it,
but they respond to it."
Burkholder warns that if kids feel that nobody cares then they will light fires or throw
kayaks because it gets attention.
Burkholder's observations are based on
his experience with kids and on his own adolescence. He said he started drinking when
he was 15. He remembers drinking a beer in
a dark, snow-encrusted field, and he now
sees that he was looking for acceptance plus
a way to ease the sadness of not having a stable family.
Cheri Drago, the mother of three teens, attended the meeting and agrees that adults
need to reach out and create choices for
teens. She would like teens to realize that
there are consequences to underage drinking.
"It seems like the culture says that it's OK
for teens to drink," she said.
Speaking at the meeting about the consequences of underage drinking were Sgt.
Daniel Young of the Portland Police Department and Frank Lyons of the Maine Bureau
of Liquor Enforcement.
Young, who h as had a supervisory role
over Peaks Island's officers for about a
month, said that officers will no longer be a
"taxi service" for underage drinkers. Instead,
the kids will be taken to the station, parents
will be called and police will ask permission
to question the minor about who provided
the alcohol. That's because an intoxicated
juvenile is a witness to the crime of furnishing liquor to a minor.

Young, who ha.A had a-6upervuory role over
Peak-6 I-Aland~ offi.cer-6 for about a month,
-6aid that offi.cer-6 will no longer be a "taxi
,t,ervice"for underage drinker-6. Irutead,
the kid.I. will be taken to the-6tation,
parent.4 will be called and police will a..Ak
permwion to quMtion the minorabout
who provided the alcohol.
"I feel the same way that many feel in
that some parents are turning their heads,"
Young said in an interview.
Young said he was told that, on Peaks, parents may provide as much as halflf of the alcohol drunk by teenagers. It is not illegal for
a minor to drink with a parent, but Young
said he does not want parents providing alcohol for their kids' parties.
The maximum penalty for furnishing alcohol to a minor is $2,000 and one year in
jail, but this clearly is not what happens as
a general rule. Generally, people get $100 to
$200 fines, Lyons said in an interview.
However, if a serious accident occurs as a
result of the alcohol, then the charge jumps
to a felony with stiffer penalties. The Maine
Liquor Liability Act also comes into play. The
law says that if you serve a "visibly intoxicated person or minor" you can be sued for up
to $250,000 plus medical expenses, Lyons
said.
A second meeting on teen drinking was
held on Aug. 28. The crowd of parents and
other islanders in attendance grew to about
40. Several said they wanted to see incidents
ofdrinking better documented by the police.
Young, who also attended this second
meeting, told the crowd that if they wanted to see their calls for service documented
they should not be calling the direct telephone number for the police on Peaks. Instead, they should call 874-8922, 874-8575

or 874-8574.
Many at the meeting also said they felt
teenagers should be at the meetings if they
are truly going to be helped. Organizers said
,they planned to get teenagers more involved
later on in the process.

R.P. Caron
PEAKS

ISLAND

LAND

PRESERVE

DEDICMED TO TH£ ACQUISITION, PRESERVATION, AND STEWARDSHIP OP PEAKS ISLAND LANDS SINCE 1994

P.O. BOX 99, PEAKS ISLAND, ME 04108
A non-profit 50l(c) (3) tax exempt organization. Your donation may be tax deductible.

Peaks Island

CARPENTRY-BUILDING
Free Estimates
766-5084
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Recent Work for
Road Runner
Pro of Maine.

BRAD AND WYATT'S ReCYCLED BIKE SHOP
Island bike rental
Full service bike repair
Cycling accessories

see WHAT we can DO for you.

OPEN EVERY DAY THIS SUMMER 10-6
207-329-6309
www.twodogdesign.com

115 Island Avenue, Peaks Island

766-5631

Christina Chute

Stay Tuned
Piano Tuning Services
766-5501
18 Oakland Ave.
Peaks Island, ME 04108

Cello, Violin,
Viola Lessons
Beginner through advanced
Christina Chute
766-5501

ICE CREAM

CANDY&NUTS

CARAMEL CO RN APPAREL
FUDGE SAUCE

www .dow nfron t. com

GI FT S

207 .766.55 00

Ann Foster ABT
Tr a d itional Chinese M edicine
Acupr essure· Jin Shin Jyutsu · Shiatsu· C hi Kung
The body is an instrument; which can be tuned
www.maineshiatsy.com annfosteroimaineshiatsu.com 774.3465
Diamond Cenu.r
Peak& l&lana

190 Danfort;h Storeet;
Port;l.>nd

Arthur Fink Consulting
Listening to users
Designing systems that work
www.arthurfink.com arthur• arthurfink.com 766. 5722
Ten New Island Avenue Peaks Island Maine 04108

Maclean Builders
• General Contracting
• Unisun solariums
• Post and beam structures
• Kitchen & bath remodeling
• Decks, sheds, skylights & pergolas
insured with references

Keith M. Hults
766-5780

-eeaks Island Fua,
766-5700
Home delivery and service
# 2 oil, Kerosene, Propane
Fully-licensed Master Oil Burner
Propane, Electricity, Plumbing & Air Conditioning

78 Island Avenue, Peaks Island, Maine 04108
Ray Peppers -Master • Rick Ivers - General Manager

Gas Grill Tanks - New - $42 plus free refill
Homeowners' tanks filled & d elivere d $14
Servicing Peaks, Long, and Cushing Islands

ECLECTIC HOMESTYLE CUISINE OVERLOOKING CASCO BAY
LUNCH• DINNER• SUNDAY BRUNCH• TAKEOUT• CATERING
and LIVE ACOUSTIC MUSIC • OPEN YEAR-ROUND
(207) 766-5578
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A lobstering life
June Kantz goes from
hauling by hand to
captaining her own boat

-~

BY DAVID TYLER
June Kantz slows her boat, the Blue Dawn,
as she approaches one of her white-and-yellow buoys. She picks up a gaff, reaches over,
snags the buoy and pulls it into the boat. She
pulls on the trap line, which is covered with
algae, and hooks the line through the block
and pulls it down to the hauler, which winches the traps aboard. The rope snakes out of
the water, revealing the first trap. Kantz turns
off the hauler and guides the trap onto the
trap rail of the boat.
The trap is filled with snapping lobsters.
After hauling several empty traps, this is a
good sight. "I like this spot, I'll have to take
some careful bearings," Kantz shouts, over
the noise of her boat's diesel engine.
Kantz is one of a handful of lobstermen
who live on Peaks Island, and the island's
only woman in the business. She's been lobstering since the mid-l 970s, first as a sternman on other people's boats, then as the captain of her own boat. She has also fished for
shrimp, tuna and shark, and u~ed to go out
on draggers for long trips at sea. "I've done a
little bit of everything." she said.

part of the recent baby boom.
"It just makes me sad that we're going to
move," Mandeville said. Trying to remain
positive, Mandeville said she would consider
sending her children from Portland to school
on Peaks.
Kathryn Moxhay, head of the island Parent Teacher Organization, feels something
should be done. "I think it's a huge mistake
if we don't figure out a way for families with
children to stay out here," she said.
The school has so much to offer students
because of its unique setting, Mo:xhay believes. When her daughter, Olwyn, 7, entered
kindergarten she
already knew the
other kids. As 01wyn
prepares
to enter second
grade,
Moxhay
said her daughter's attitude toward school continues to be "happy" and "content."
The school also
has "tremendous
parental and community involvement," she said.
School enrollment patterns on
the island are often complicated
each year by sudden
increases
well after school
begins. That's
when the winter
Photo by Mary Lou Wendell

ENROLLMENT, from page 1
cause even a starter home costs more than
$200,000, he said.
Lalania Mandeville, 33, grew up on Peaks
and now has three kids of her own. She and
her husband, Louis, have been looking for a
house to buy on the island for two years. But
they can't find anything in their price range
and expect they will have to move off the island.
The school tops Mandeville's list of things
she will miss. Her son, Nolan, is entering
third grade; her daughter, Ivy, is entering first
grade; and her one-year-old son Henry, is

Babies on the beach.

Kantz now just fishes for lobsters (although
she occasionally goes tuna fishing). She has
a total of 500 traps, set in strings of five, although this year she got started late and
didn't set all her traps.
Although she loved working in draggers,
she enjoys l6bstering. "Lobster fishing is kind
of like Christmas, you know, a little package
comes up every few minutes and you see
what you've got," she said
She lobsters by herself in her 30-foot-boat,
only occasionally hiring a sternman. "I've always liked to fish alone," she said. "When I
was younger it was a source of pride. Now
some of it's a source of peace and quiet and
just getting out away from everyone."
She's also a teacher, having taught math,
special education and marine trades in Auburn and Stonington. This winter she'll teach
math at the Llncoln Middle School.
Kantz is featured in the 2002-2003, "Lobstering Women of Maine," the calendar created by Joanne and Will Cook of Thomaston, Maine. The Cooks started with "Bachelor
Lobstermen of Maine," in 2000, then created
a calendar just for women in 2001.
Kantz had a chance to be in the first calendar, but misunderstood a joke from someone
who told her about the calendar. "The guy
who delivered the message to me said, 'They
going to make a new women's lobstermens'
calendar and they want you to be in your bikini sitting on the front of the boat'," Kantz
said. "You can imagine what I said to that.
Well, the guy was joking, but I didn't know he
was joking."
June, who's 50, didn't plan on being a lobstermen. She grew up in Glendale, California,
where her father was a fisherman. She got a
scholarship to attend the University of Kansas, in Lawrence and she graduated with a
degree in journalism. But she wanted to live
near the ocean and she wanted to fish. She
had friends in Maine, so she moved to Peaks
Island in 1977.
She worked sternman on lobster boats and
crewed on small draggers. In 1988, she decided to go out on her own. She bought an 18foot-long wooden boat, the Barbara B., and
hauled traps by hand. For three summers
she hauled as many as 100 traps by hand and
taught school in Auburn in the winter. She
switched to a hydraulic hauler after a scary
incident on the Maine 1\unpike.
"I was driving the first day of school," she
said. "I just passed the Gray exit for the Turnpike and I realized that both my arms were

June Kantz reaches in to pull out a lobster from one of her traps.

Photo by David Tyler

asleep from the elbows down, and I was going70 miles and hour."
In the early 1990s she bought a 21-footlong boat, called the Dorothy II. She bought
it in the fall and worked on it over the winter.
"I called that my college education in fishing,
because there was nothing that worked on
that boat, and I had to redo it all myself." In
1994 she bought the Blue Dawn.
Kantz used to have permits for most kinds
offishing in Maine "as a contingency."
Most Maine fishermen used to work in several fisheries. But regulations changed, and
Kantz lost her other permits. She's now worried that lobstering won't be enough for the
summer. So she got a captain's license to pilot
SO-ton vessels and ran a tour boat in Ogunquit last summer. This winter she plans to get

her captain's license for 100-ton vessels.
Her future may also include leaving Peaks
Island. Kantz is drawn to Matinicus Island
where she worked from 1988 to 2001 as the
only teacher in the island's one-room schoolhouse. She had as many as 15 pupils and as
few as one. In the fall of 2001 there were no
students, and Kantz was out ofa job.
It was more like an extended family than a
job, she said. "I just plain liked the kids," she
said. "They're all fishermen's kids, and we all
spoke the same language."
With the changes in Peaks over the past
30 years, and the increase in property taxes,
Kantz is not sure if she'll stay. "I have some
friends here, but a lot of my friends have
moved ... We're all getting chased out by the
taxes."

rentals open up, Hoppin explains. While
it would seem like these increases would
help the school when it comes to allotting
teachers, which is based on enrollment,
the unpredictability oflate enrollees winds
up causing a strain on the school.
For example, last year there were only
five children who entered kindergarten at
the start of the school year, but another 13
enrolled after school began. Hoppin estimates that half of the late enrollees were
part of the winter rental pattern where students come late and leave early.
Despite it all, Hoppin is optimistic about
the future. Even if enrollment continues to
decline, she said, other cost-saving measures would be taken before anyone ever
thought about closing the school. Besides,
she said, if there is ever any risk of losing
the school because of low enrollment, islanders would put up a fight. "I don't think
they're going to sit down and say, 'Oh, you
can take my neighborhood school."

Community Notes

Peaks Island Elementary
School Enrollment
1991: 66
1992: 93
1993: 91
1994: 100
1995: 96
1996: 93

1997: 78
1998: 69
1999: 61
2000: 48
2001:46
2002:47

Barbara Schlichtman, ].D., Worked in
print and online journalism for 10 years
and is now an assistant professor of journalism at the University ofSou them Maine.
She lives on Peaks Island with her husband
and two sons.

Civil war books donated

A dedication ceremony for a collection of
books on the Civil War established in honor
of the late Helen S. Young was held on Saturday, July 27. The collection contains over
300 books, including many about Maine's
role in the Civil War, and was donated to the
Fifth Maine Regiment Community Center.
Young. who died last December at 92, was a
volunteer at the Fifth Maine and a summer
resident of Peaks for the past 30 years. She
was the descendent of two Civil War soldiers, John Dearborn and James Saunders,
her grandfathers, who were both members
of Company H of the Massachusetts First
Regiment Heavy Artillery. The dedication
included a celebration of Young's life and
was organized by her children, Christopher
Young, Jane Rastallis and Sharon Beaulac.

Youth soccer starts
Youth soccer is scheduled to begin on
Labor Day, Sept. 2 at the playing field on
Peaks Island, according to Carol Eisenberg,
coach of the under 10 team. The under 10
team plays at 1 p.m. on Labor Day. Games
after that will be held every Sunday in September and October with both the under 10 and under 8 teams playing at 1 p.m.
At 2 p.m. there will be a pick-up game for
children and adults. The two Peaks' teams
compete in the Portland Area Youth Soccer
Association.

